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Structural Funds (FSF): How Effective are they? This paper presents some early findings on the
effectiveness of the EU’s Structural Funds in their first seven years. The evidence suggests that the
EU’s financial injections to member states have contributed to a rise in life expectancy in Poland and
France, increased real wage rates in Portugal and Italy, as well as improving the socio-economic
conditions in Ireland. However, the impacts have been less widespread in countries like the
Netherlands, Spain and Greece.Q: Build set based on multiple keys and values I have this set which
is basically structured as: item:key:value: item:key1:val1:key2:val2:key3:val3: For the item, I would
like to get an output with all values associated to that item and the keys. So far, I've tried this dict(v
for k, v in bl_list.items()) Which returns the list of v, but I am not sure how to extract the keys. A:
You can use dictionary comprehension: from operator import itemgetter dict(v for k, v in
bl_list.items() for k, v in [iter(x) for x in itemgetter('key:value:', 'key1:val1:key2:val2:key3:val3:')])
{'key1': 'val1', 'key2': 'val2', 'key3': 'val3'} Dudley
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